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Leave a Cheater, Gain a Life is a no-nonsense self-help guide for anyone who provides ever
been cheated upon. Here'When it comes to cheating, a lot of the attention is focused on
cheaters&#151; Merging solid information that champions self-respect, along with hilarious
cartoons satirizing the pomposity of cheaters, Keep a Cheater, Gain a Existence offers a fresh
voice for chumps who want (and need) a fresh message about infidelity.s information not
predicated on saving your relationship after infidelity&#151;their unmet needs or their
challenges with monogamy. But Tracy Schorn (aka Chump Woman) lampoons such
blameshifting and puts the concentrate squarely on the-cheated-upon (chumps) and their
needs.but saving your sanity.Filled with snark, sass, and true wisdom about how exactly to
bounce back following the gut blow of betrayal, Schorn may be the friend who guides you
through this nightmare and gives you hope for an improved life ahead. This publication will offer
guidance on Stupid sh*t cheaters state and how exactly to respond, Rookie mistakes of the
recently chumped and how exactly to disarm your fears, Why chumps take the blame and how
exactly to protect yourself, and even more.
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Must Read Book For Infidelity Survivors This is essential read book for anybody who has
discovered a partner has been unfaithful or for anybody who wants to support an infidelity
survivor! In this reserve and on her behalf blog, Tracy gives vocabulary to the infidelity
experience--i. Even if you're inclined to reconcile, I am hoping you'll consider Tracy's perspective
into account. I have spent 3 months in counseling and not feeling much better. I'm a forensic
psychologist, not a therapist. Love it! but non-e helped me progress and "get a life" like Tracy's
did Cheating is misuse. I then found out about "Keep a Cheater, Gain a Existence," from a two
star review for "The State of Affairs," a publication that tries to shed light on all sides of affairs,
but provides betrayed little satisfaction. If you've ever turned yourself inside racking your brains
on how to save your valuable marriage, or modification you spouse's mind after you discover
they're having an affair, do yourself a favor and read this reserve. I've examine many, many
books about how exactly to cope with betrayal, but non-e helped me move forward and "get
yourself a life" like Tracy's do. I could not put it down." Finally, straight talk about infidelity that
doesn't do the following:*place blame about the victim of the betrayal ("Affair proof your
marriage!To those in the first stages or who've a high tolerance for broken guarantees (as I once
did), the tone may feel too harsh. In my own case, the writer put words to what my heart currently
knew but was shamed into not believing.. The guidelines are different.! A quest for
aliveness!")What this reserve does do is definitely portray infidelity exactly as it is and provide
THE BEST advice to those who have been betrayed. Tracy is among the few lifelines out there
who holds cheaters in charge of their own poor and unkind choices. I've spent many sleepless
nights sobbing. Even though you choose not to leave your cheater, this book offers a unique
perspective that balances out the rest of the advice you'll find on the web, in books, and in
marriage counseling. She is not really a psychologist, but seems to have a PhD in the institution
of hard knocks. It really is cruel, abusive and yes, incorrect.. He cheated the entire time.
Therefore many infidelity resources seem strongly biased towards forgiveness and
reconciliation, no matter how badly the victim offers been treated. I tried fruitlessly to
"understand" her and to reconcile with her. What I must say i love about Tracy is certainly she
doesn't sugar coat the reality. If you're coping with the terrible pain of betrayal, this reserve is
immensely helpful. Chump Lady phone calls it enjoy it is with an excellent sense of humor about
a painful subject. Her advice in empowering and inspirational and far needed at a time when
you've simply been sucker punched. Anyone who cheats without confessing is definitely a
practiced liar. Must go through for betrayed spouses! Locating out that your spouse has been
cheating on you is one of the many devastating and life altering experiences you can go
through. If you are looking for answers about why your partner strayed, if you are searching for
methods to better understand your options post-Discovery Day (DDay), this publication is
crucial have. This book presents advice on how to proceed immediately after DDay, and how to
discern whether your cheater is certainly sorry for what s/he did (vs sorry so you can get caught).
This book can be filled with humor and practical advice on protecting your sanity as well as your
assets (with a post-nup or a divorce) whether you choose to stay a while or leave upon finding
you are wedded or in conjunction with a cheater. In case you are currently divorced, this book
could be immensely helpful to guide you about ongoing co-parenting issues with your cheaterex. It can be motivating and not just for dealing with cheaters! I can’t let you know how
frequently it brought me back mentally and emotionally. Browse this book. I desire Tracy
Schorn's Chump Lady site or her book had existed when I came across my x was cheating.
Maybe I possibly could possess gotten out after 3 years of marriage instead of 11. I examine a lot
of books after facing the soul-crushing realization that my partner was a cheater, which was the

only one to tell it enjoy it is normally. I might have even been able in order to avoid the marriage
altogether. There were signals, though I misinterpreted and excused them. I am presently
rereading it for the third time and acquiring notes. In my own case, despite his many
protestations and claims, the x continuing to cheat and continuing to desire to be married."
"How do you drive your lover to cheat? A great choice I actually listened to this in my own car
twice right after my husband cheated on me. The much longer you try to act in good faith with a
known liar, the more pain and damage you are affected. The info in this book will help open your
eye. This book is pick in regaining stability and learning to trust your instincts and safeguard
your interests. This book was phenomenal! Your usual advisers might not understand how to
cope with cheating. It's component of what makes what should be a straightforward, though
agonizing, situation therefore confusing.You need an ally by your side, someone who can help
you understand what's happening and what choices you have. I understand this is hard to
accept about someone you love." "Maybe it's a sex addiction. For one thing, cheaters don't
follow all of the rules. Plus they have their personal guidelines that they don't share with you.
That alone can create a crazy dynamic.e. It will open your eyes to some important things. I wish
that had been an choice for me. It could have saved me heartache, wasted years and contact
with STDs.My heart is out to anyone whose situations led them to the book, but I'm pleased
you've found the clear-minded advice it contains. Chump no more. Required reading after
betrayal This book is a LIFESAVER and required reading for anybody whose world has been
turned upside down by a partner's betrayal. As Chump Lady points out, there are two very
respectable things for people to do when they are unhappy in a committed, monogamous
relationship--work on points or break up.")*excuse, legitimize or reduce infidelity ("Monogamy is
usually unrealistic. Jerks who cheat are one reason I decided not to practice counseling, I'd most
likely end up smacking someone (not necessarily), but I understood that line of work wasn't for
me personally. What a gem. Fantastic Read I read this book often during my divorce year.
Reeling from betrayal? Getting divorced is tough, particularly if your ex-partner can be a lying
narcissist. TCL outlines so many scenarios you will knowledge such as close friends who ‘do not
need to judge’ or play ‘Switzerland’ or stupid things your cheating spouse will say and do. More
importantly, she helps you navigate your emotions and how handle what you actually control.
That is an excellent book overall and essential go through for anyone who was simply cheated
on by somebody. It took me a while to accept its accuracy and necessity. It really made me
believe and I cried a whole lot bc she actually is honest and frank (can be harsh, and I could take
straight-forwardness well)!")*cast infidelity as modern, sophisticated, and completely natural
("The affair was an work of exuberant defiance! It had been difficult at moments to listen, but
this can be a great choice. This book will provide you with the insights and practical roadmap
you should build your post-infidelity lifestyle with dignity and self-respect. Desire I had this book
years ago! It takes a whole lot of lies to cheat and cover it up. EASILY experienced it in my own
hands 15-20 years back, I'd have saved myself so much heartache! My experience agrees 100%
with among Tracy's premises: cheating is definitely a offer breaker in a relationship except in
rare and extraordinary conditions. It not merely has helped me respond to my cheater's "sorry,
not sorry" statements, but also to those that (in my own family) tell me "males go looking for
what they don't really get at home". Compared to that I say, Bull $^*@! Tracy's book has shown
me what my cheater do had nothing to do with me, but can be a personality flaw in him! I want
everyone in my own family to read this book so they recognize what I was going through in my
life. Roadmap to Sanity and Self- Respect At a time when your whole world generally is falling to
items, this book provides a very direct approach to understanding your situation and the

techniques you need to take to regain your good psychological health. Such an excellent
resource for those folks in this situation - thank you, Tracy! Wow! Great read. however, there's no
denying this is one "street clever" guide for those needing an excellent friend to steer them
through the infidelity mess. I saw a therapist, but my wife declined couple's counseling and
refused to come clean.." "Anyone could cheat.. And just why stay with a partner who is capable
of performing such awful stuff? After 90 days of wasting my time, I decided to divorce her,
therefore closing our thirty years of relationship, but was left wondering what went wrong.
Unfortuanalty, I captured my husband talking to another woman, a coworker, and then he lied
and tried to hide the degree of their involvement. I cannot get enough of it. Read in two days
Great read to give me the confidence I need to know I’m making the right decision to get rid of
my marriage and leave the cheater. I hope you make the most of it as part of your support
system. NOW I AM laying in the bottom of the cliff damaged and betrayed. Strongly suggested!
Just what a kick-ass book to truly get you motivated to detach and focus on what really
issues.you! Tracy recognizes betrayal for exactly what it is. Keep a Cheater is certainly, by
considerably, the best book I have read for the chump. After only three chapters of the book, I
did start to feel better. "THE BEST assistance for those who have been betrayed! Schorn is
insightful and appeared to describe my scenario as though she were in my sneakers. But
cheating on your partner, risking their health, lying, manipulating and gas light them is not
respectable, decent or kind. She actually is therefore not really hampered, as psychologists have
a tendency to end up being, by a need to be open-minded, non-judgemental and respectful of all
sides of an affair. I'm a psychologist and I would recommend it.The vulgarities used sometimes
may not be everyone's preference; The publication also pointed me to the author's blog, which
led me to other invaluable resources. I'm in fact going to read it again. It's just like a nuclear
bomb going off and incinerating everything in your daily life. Infidelity has become increasingly
seen as a thing that "just happens", something that is due to situations and external elements,
rather than by a cheater's defective character. This is the guy I loved a lot more than anyone,
trusted a lot more than anyone, and he gutted me for an ego increase. There I was heading on
my merry way tiptoeing through the tulips and he grabs me and throws me off a cliff! Best
reserve for the betrayed who are seeking peace of mind After discovering my wife's multiple
affairs, I browse several books on infidelity, including Following the Affair, The Situation, Not
Just Friends, etc. the "chump" experience--to help those folks who have undergone this suckerpunch from Hell. It is enjoyable and well-written. I've also learned that my husband sounds like
the classic cheater. Minimizing, blameshifting, and gaslighting have already been his go-to's. I
would recommend this book since it will give you tools in dealing with a manipulative partner
and I believe it is important never to blame yourself for somebody else's selfish behavior.
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